The Wire Harness in This Kit Is Required To Make The
Radio’s Fader Adjust The Rear Speaker Volume On
2014+ Ultra, Ultra Trike, and RG Ultra Models
When A Wild Boar Audio 600.4 Is Installed.
Rev 1.0

Thank-you for your purchase of Wild Boar Audio’s WBAURH wire harness. This
harness is required if you have Wild Boar Audio WBA 600.4 amplifier and want
to have the radios fader control adjust the volume of the factory rear “pod”
location speakers on Ultra Models. Wild Boar Audio is Hogtunes high end
product, so if you have questions, please email info@hogtunes.com or call us
during regular business hours (EST) at 705-719-6361. If you still need help, please
consider a professional installation by your dealer.

Installation Instructions:
These instructions assume the slave amp of the WBA 600.4 mounted to the bike.
Refer to the WBA 600.4 manual .
Locate the harness labelled “input link” that came with the 600.4 amplifier. Take
the 8 pin plug on the input link and plug it into “audio input” on the “Slave”
amplifier. On the rear harness in this kit, you will see two 4 pin plugs. The black
one will plug into the “amplified output” on the slave amplifier. On the input
link now plugged into the Slave amplifier, there are 2 empty blue 4 pin plugs.
The white 4 pin plug on the rear harness will plug into the mating blue plug on
the input link. The leftover blue plug on the input link may be used later to send
music to additional amplifiers as they become available. Let the balance of the
rear harness hang for now. IMPORTANT NOTE: The input link now connected to
the Slave amp should in NO WAY be connected to the Master Amp!
Whether you are installing this into a “normal” Ultra, or a Road Glide Ultra,
follow the WBA 600.4 amplifier instructions for how to route the power wire for
your bike, but have the balance of this new rear harness go with it. The rear
harness will continue past the battery area towards the back of the bike. The
rear harness is the right length so that its two large connectors can sit on the
middle of the back fender, just behind the threaded insert for the bolt that holds
the back of the seat in place. Just behind the rear seat bolt, you will see a large
factory wire plug. One side of the plug has wires that go to each rear speaker
pod. Separate this large factory plug. One plug from the WBAURH rear harness
will plug into each side of the factory plug just separated noting they will only
go together one way.
Depending where you are in the installation, make sure the amp(s) have power
and you are done!

Wild Boar Audio is owned by Powersports Audio Inc.

